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Abstract—A hybrid optical/electrical datacenter network
(HOE-DCN) integrates the benefits of electrical packet switching
(EPS) and optical circuit switching (OCS) for better architectural
scalability. Meanwhile, as each network service usually involves
multiple virtual machines (VMs) that form a virtual network
(VNT), how to reconfigure the VNTs in an HOE-DCN to adapt
to the dynamic network environment becomes an interesting and
important problem to tackle. In this work, we optimize the proce-
dure of VNT reconfigurations that remap VNTs to given virtual
network embedding (VNE) schemes,i.e., scheduling the required
VM migrations and optical cross-connect (OXC) reconfiguration
properly such that the overall VNT reconfiguration latency can
be minimized. We first assume that all the VM migrations should
be scheduled before the OXC reconfiguration to minimize service
interruptions, and formulate a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) model to solve the scheduling problem exactly. Then,
with the same assumption, we propose a time-efficient heuristic
to schedule parallel VM migrations in batches such that the
bandwidth competition can be significantly relieved. Finally, we
divide the OXC reconfiguration into several progressive steps, and
design a joint scheduling algorithm to arrange VM migrations
together with the OXC reconfiguration steps.

Index Terms—Hybrid optical/electrical datacenter networks,
Network virtualization, VM migration, Parallel reconfigur ation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE recent rising of cloud computing and data science
has made datacenter (DC) one of the most important

facilities in the Internet [1], while the more than27% of annual
growth rate will drive intra-DC traffic to skyrocket in the near
future [2]. Therefore, datacenter networks (DCNs) have to
address the upward pressure from multiple aspects for being
more flexible, scalable and energy-efficient [3]. This promotes
people to architect hybrid optical/electrical DCN (HOE-DCN)
[4–6], which upgrades the inter-rack network from purely
based on electrical packet switching (EPS) to one that orches-
trates EPS with optical circuit switching (OCS). Specifically,
in addition to EPS-based switches that are arranged in a
hierarchical topology, top-of-rack (ToR) switches can also
be interconnected with one or more optical cross-connects
(OXCs) whose throughputs are much higher. Hence, HOE-
DCN can integrate the merits of OCS (e.g., larger bandwidth
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capacity and higher energy efficiency [7–9]) with those of
EPS, and satisfy various quality-of-service (QoS) demands
from network services more cost-effectively.

Meanwhile, in a DCN, each network service usually in-
volves the cooperation of multiple virtual machines (VMs).
For instance, the well-known Apache Hadoop [10] allows for
the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters
of VMs. Therefore, the VM cluster of a network service
can be modeled as one virtual network (VNT), where each
of its virtual nodes (VNs) is a VM, and the communication
channel between a VM pair is a virtual link (VL). Then, the
deployment of the network service is equivalent to solving the
famous virtual network embedding (VNE) problem [11–13],
which finds proper resource allocations to embed all the VNs
and VLs in a VNT on substrate nodes and substrate paths,
respectively. However, as the network environment of a DCN
is usually dynamic, the optimality of a network service’s initial
VNE scheme can be progressively degraded over time. This
motivates people to reconfigure the VNE schemes of network
services adaptively (e.g., re-balancing the IT resource usages
on server racks [14]), especially in HOE-DCNs [15, 16].

Note that, the actual implementation of VNT reconfigura-
tions in HOE-DCNs needs to solve two challenging problems.
Firstly, we need to obtain new VNE schemes for VNTs [17,
18], based on the status of an HOE-DCN and an optimization
objective (e.g., load-balancing or energy-saving). Secondly,
given the new VNE schemes, we need to design the procedure
to accomplish the VNT reconfigurations quickly in the HOE-
DCN. The first problem has been studied in [19], while the
second one has not been fully explored yet. Nevertheless, the
second problem is actually more challenging, and the quality
of its solution can significantly affect the performance of
VNT reconfigurations in an HOE-DCN. This is because the
procedure of VNT reconfigurations involves the scheduling of
VM migrations, VL remappings and OXC reconfigurations.

As a VM migration usually takes tens of seconds or even
minutes [20], it is the major contributor to the latency of VNT
reconfiguration. Meanwhile, the scheduling of VL remappings
is not trivial either, because VNT reconfiguration can change
the inter-rack topology of an HOE-DCN due to the one-to-
one connectivity of an OXC [21]. Fig. 1 gives an example on
this. The top of the figure shows a VNT that consists of three
VMs, and its VNE scheme is illustrated in the HOE-DCN
below. Specifically,VMs 1-3 are mapped onRacks1, 3 and
4, respectively, and the VL betweenVMs 1 and 3 is mapped
on an optical connection betweenRacks1 and 4 through the
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Fig. 1. Example on VNT reconfiguration in an HOE-DCN.

OXC. Then, the VNT reconfiguration needs to remapVM 3
to Rack8. Before the OXC is reconfigured to connectRacks
4 and 8, the VM migration can only use the EPS part of the
inter-rack network, while after the OXC has been reconfigured,
it can use both the EPS and OCS parts. We can see that
VL remappings in an HOE-DCN can modify the bandwidth
throughput between ToR switch pairs, and might in turn affect
the duration of subsequent VM migrations. Finally, afterVM
3 has been migrated toRack8, the VL betweenVMs 1 and 3
can only be mapped on EPS-based links, sinceRacks1 and 8
are not connected through the OXC.

The example in Fig. 1 suggests that we have to schedule
VM migrations and VL remappings in a highly correlated way.
This makes the problem of scheduling VNT reconfigurations
different from and more complex than the scheduling of VM
migrations in conventional DCNs [22, 23]. Moreover, if we
would like to use the live migration scenario to minimize
service interruptions [24] (i.e., hitless VNT reconfigurations),
the dependencies among VMs, VLs and substrate links (SLs)
can be even more complex because we need to consider the
traffic of VM migrations and normal network services jointly.

Previously, we conducted a preliminary study in [25] on the
problem mentioned above, and designed two algorithms that
can schedule parallel VM migrations in one shot and in mul-
tiple shots, respectively, to accomplish VNT reconfigurations
in an HOE-DCN. The simulation results suggested that the
multi-shot algorithm can achieve shorter VNT reconfiguration
latency, because it relieved the bandwidth competition among
VM migrations. However, the study in [25] still needs to be
improved from two perspectives. Firstly, bandwidth bottleneck
can happen on either the source or the destination ToR switch
of a VM migration, but the network model in [25] ignored the
bottleneck on destination ToR switches. Secondly, the multi-
shot algorithm can be improved to better utilize the bandwidth
resources in an HOE-DCN for faster VNT reconfigurations.

In this paper, we extend our work in [25] to perform a
more comprehensive study on the scheduling of VNT recon-
figurations in an HOE-DCN. We first improve the network
model, assume that all the VM migrations are scheduled before
the OXC reconfiguration to avoid unnecessary service inter-

ruptions, and formulate a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) model based on the migration unit (MU) to solve the
problem exactly. Then, with the same assumption, we propose
a time-efficient heuristic to schedule parallel VM migrations
in batches. Finally, we remove the restriction that the OXC
should be reconfigured in one step, divide it into a few progres-
sive steps, and propose a joint scheduling algorithm that can
arrange VM migrations together with the OXC reconfiguration
steps. Extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate our
proposals, and the results indicate that the joint scheduling
algorithm achieves the shortest VNT reconfiguration latency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we survey the related work. Section III describes the problem
definition. The MILP model is formulated in Section IV, and
we explain the principle of algorithm design in Section V.
Section VI proposes the algorithms. Simulations are discussed
in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

For a variety of reasons, the VNTs of network services
in a DCN need to be reconfigured [14]. For example, VNT
reconfigurations help to re-balance resource usages [26, 27],
reduce job completion time of service tasks [28], and save
energy consumption [29]. Without considering HOE-DCNs,
the studies in [30–32] have considered the scheduling of VM
migrations in traditional DCNs to optimize VNT reconfigura-
tions. For instance, the study in [31] leveraged the centralized
control provided by software-defined networking (SDN) [33–
36] to maximize the bandwidth allocated to VM migrations.

Note that, the key problem of scheduling VM migrations is
to allocate and schedule bandwidth for data transfers, which
has been addressed in a few studies for network environments
related to DCs [37–41]. Nevertheless, no matter which as-
sumption that the studies were based on (i.e., the network
topology is constant [37–39] or time-varying [40, 41]), they
took the network topology as a known input and did not try
to schedule topology changes together with data transfers.
This makes these studies fundamentally different from the one
considered in this work, because we need to jointly schedule
VM migrations and OXC reconfiguration steps to optimize the
procedure of VNT reconfigurations in an HOE-DCN.

Previously, we have investigated the VNT reconfigurations
in an HOE-DCN in [3, 6, 16, 21]. By leveraging the idea
of knowledge-defined networking (KDN) [42], we proposed a
network orchestration framework based on deep reinforcement
learning in [3], to improve the management agility of HOE-
DCNs. In [6, 16], the network orchestration framework was ex-
perimentally demonstrated to verify that it can coordinatethe
EPS and OCS parts of the inter-rack network of an HOE-DCN
to achieve application-aware network service provisioning. We
also designed deterministic algorithms in [21] to calculate the
new VNE schemes for re-balancing the IT resource usages in
an HOE-DCN. However, none of these studies have optimized
the procedure of VNT reconfigurations in an HOE-DCN,i.e.,
how to jointly schedule VM migrations and VL remappings to
minimize the overall VNT reconfiguration latency. To the best
of our knowledge, our preliminary study in [25] is the only
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one that considered the problem in the literature. Nevertheless,
it still needs to be improved in a few aspects.

Other than HOE-DCNs, the recent studies in [43–45] exper-
imentally demonstrated optical DCNs (O-DCNs) by leveraging
the advances on optical switching. Specifically, they showed
that with new optical switching technologies, the inter-rack
network of a DCN can be reconfigured as fast as with EPS, and
thus the EPS-based inter-rack network might be completely
replaced by an optical network in the future. Although the
proposals on O-DCNs in [43–45] are promising, our contri-
butions in this work are orthogonal to theirs. This is because
the focus of this work is to design algorithms for scheduling
the VM migrations of VNT reconfiguration in an HOE-DCN,
while the aforementioned studies concentrated on designing
and demonstrating novel network architectures for O-DCNs.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This section defines the network model and explains the
problem of scheduling VNT reconfigurations in an HOE-DCN.

A. Network Model

We model the topology of the HOE-DCN’s inter-rack
network as a graphGs(Vs, Es), whereVs andEs represent
the sets of substrate nodes (SNs) and substrate links (SLs),
respectively. Here, each SNvs ∈ Vs denotes a server rack that
consists of a rack of servers and a ToR switch, while each SL
es = (vs, us) ∈ Es is a network connection in the inter-rack
network, which can use either EPS or OCS. Similar to that in
[25], we assume that the EPS part of the inter-rack network is
based on the well-knownk-ray fat-tree topology [46], which is
non-blocking,i.e., the bandwidth to/from a ToR switch through
it is only limited by the data-rate of the ToR switch’s EPS port.
The data-rate of an EPS port on ToR switchvs is Bvs .

Meanwhile, depending on the OXC’s configuration, a pair
of ToR switches can also communicate through the OCS part
of the inter-rack network (i.e., an OXC). However, due to its
one-to-one connectivity, each ToR switch can talk with one
and only one ToR switch at any given time through the OXC.
If ToR switchesvs and us are connected through the OXC,
we denote the corresponding bandwidth capacity asB(vs,us).
Later on, if vs wants to talk with a ToR switch other than
us through the OXC, we need to trigger an OXC reconfigura-
tion, which can be done within hundreds of milliseconds by
leveraging the SDN-based centralized control plane [16].

In this work, we assume that the OCS part of the inter-rack
network only consists of one OXC, even though an optical
DCN can have inter-cluster data transfers across multiple
hops of optical switching [44]. This assumption is introduced
due to two practical considerations. Firstly, VM migrationis
costly in terms of bandwidth usage [47], and thus we should
make sure that its data transfers use as few hops of optical
switching as possible. Secondly, as a commercial OXC can
support a relatively large number of ports,e.g., a configuration
of 384×384 ports is feasible [48], we can use one OXC
to interconnect hundreds of ToR switches. Hence, it might
not be necessary to migrate VMs across multiple OXCs for
VNT reconfiguration, for modular HOE-DCN management.

Hence, we treat all the racks, which are interconnected by an
OXC, as a large point-of-delivery (PoD), and for each VNT
reconfiguration, the VMs can only be remapped within it.

The topology of the VNT of a network service is modeled as
an undirected graphGr(Vr, Er), whereVr andEr are the sets
of virtual nodes (VNs) and virtual links (VLs), respectively.
Each VN vr ∈ Vr is a VM that is deployed in a server rack
and runs the tasks of the network service, and its memory size
is defined ascvr . The VL er = (vr, ur) ∈ Er interconnects
VMs vr andur with a bandwidth requirement ofb(vr,ur).

B. Scheduling of VNT Reconfigurations in an HOE-DCN

In this work, we optimize the procedure of VNT reconfigu-
rations in an HOE-DCN. Specifically, for a VNTGr(Vr , Er),
its original and new VNE schemes can be denoted as

F =

{

FN : Vr 7→ Vs,

FL : Er 7→ Ps,
F ′ =

{

F ′
N : Vr 7→ Vs,

F ′
L : Er 7→ Ps,

(1)

whereFN and FL are the original node and link mapping
schemes, respectively,F ′

N and F ′

L are the new mapping
schemes,Ps denotes the set of pre-calculated substrate paths in
Gs(Vs, Es). A VNT reconfiguration needs to changeFN and
FL to F ′

N andF ′

L, respectively (i.e., reconfiguring certain
VMs and VLs to use new substrate elements). Hence, we need
to schedule the VM migrations and VL remappings to achieve
the shortest overall VNT reconfiguration latency1. Here, as
VM migrations usually take much longer time than VL remap-
pings, we only consider the time used for VM migrations when
calculating the latency of the VNT reconfiguration.

To minimize the service interruption during VNT reconfig-
uration, we assume that live VM migration [47] is used to
remap each VM. This means that each VM is migrated with
the “make-before-break” scenario. Specifically, the VM andall
of its VLs keep running on the original server, until the VM’s
memory data has been transferred to the new server inF ′

N

and the VM and its VLs have been activated there. Note that,
as the VM migrations need to be conducted when the HOE-
DCN runs network services, they can only be scheduled with
the residual bandwidth left by the active network services.

To facilitate the analysis of the process of VM migrations,
we introduce the following definition.

Definition 1. A migration unit (MU) m includes all the VMs
whose source and destination ToR switches are the same. With
FN andF ′

N , we obtain all the MUs to store in setM.

Fig. 2 shows illustrative examples on the MUs. For instance,
MU 1 includes two VMs that need to be migrated fromRack1
to Rack2. Hence, by considering all the VMs in an MU jointly,
we can schedule the VM migrations more efficiently,e.g., all
the VMs in MU 3 can be migrated through both the EPS and
OCS parts of the inter-rack network, while those inMUs 1 and
2 can only use the EPS part. Therefore, to reduce the overall
VNT reconfiguration latency, we need to schedule the data
transfers of MUs in proper sequence and allocate bandwidth
to them accordingly, based on the status of the HOE-DCN.

1As we focus on optimizing the transition fromF to F ′, F andF ′ are
known inputs to the algorithms designed in this work. Hence,how or for what
purposeF ′ is calculated is out of the scope of this paper.
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IV. MILP FOR SCHEDULING VNT RECONFIGURATIONS

Migrating MUs in parallel might help to reduce the overall
VNT reconfiguration latency. However, in addition to VM
migrations, the VNT reconfigurations in an HOE-DCN might
also invoke OXC reconfiguration to remap VLs. Note that,
to avoid unnecessary service interruptions during the VNT
reconfiguration, each VL should be remapped after the related
VM(s) have been migrated, if required. Hence, for simplicity,
we first assume that all the VM migrations should be scheduled
before the OXC reconfiguration, and formulate an MILP to
tackle the scheduling of VM migrations based on MUs in
this section. Then, in Sections V and VI, we will remove the
restriction that the OXC should be reconfigured in one step,
divide the OXC reconfiguration into a few progressive steps,
and study how to schedule VM migrations together with OXC
reconfiguration steps, for more efficient scheduling algorithms.

The MILP is based on a discrete time model,i.e., the band-
width allocated to VM migrations can be updated at intervals
spaced by a time slot (TS) of∆t [37]. The MILP’s parameters
and variables are listed in Tables I and II, respectively.

Objective:
The objective is to minimize the overall migration time.

Minimize tmax, (2)

where the value oftmax can be obtained as

tmax = max
vs∈Vs

(Nvs) ·∆t, (3)

whereNvs denotes the last time slot (TS) used by rackvs to
migrate the VMs on it, and satisfies the following equation

Nvs ≥ t · zim · f t
i · svsm , ∀m ∈ M, vs ∈ Vs, i ∈ I, t ∈ [1, T ], (4)

wheret denotes the index of a TS, and the termzim · f t
i · s

vs
m

equals 1 if the VM migration(s) from rackvs use TSt, and
0 otherwise. Eq. (3) can be linearized as

tmax > t · zim · f t
i · svsm ·∆t, ∀m, vs, i, t. (5)

Constraints:
∑

m∈M

x
t
m · svsm ≤ b

out,t
vs , ∀vs, t, (6)

∑

m∈M

x
t
m · dvsm ≤ b

in,t
vs , ∀vs, t. (7)

Eqs. (6)-(7) ensure that the EPS bandwidth allocated for
migrating MUs from/to rackvs does not exceed the corre-
sponding available bandwidth capacity in thet-th TS.

y
t
m · sus

m · dvsm ≤ b
t
(us,vs), {vs, us ∈ Vs : vs 6= us}, ∀m, t. (8)

TABLE I
DEFINITIONS OFPARAMETERS

Substrate Network (SNT)

Gs(Vs, Es) The HOE-DCN’s inter-rack topology (i.e., the SNT).
bin
vs

/bout
vs

The available EPS bandwidth capacity to/from rackvs ∈
Vs, right before the VM migrations.

b(us,vs) The available OCS bandwidth capacity from rackus to
rack vs before the VM migrations, and it equals 0 ifus

is not connected withvs through the OXC.
itvs The available resources capacity of rackvs before the

VM migrations.
L(us,vs) The boolean parameter that equals 1 if rackus can talk

with vs through the OXC, and 0 otherwise.
Bvs The EPS bandwidth capacity on rackvs.
B(vs,us) The OCS bandwidth capacity between racksvs andus.

Virtual Network (VNT)

M The set of MUs.
cm The total memory data of all the VMs in MUm ∈ M.
sus
m /dus

m The boolean parameter that equals 1 if rackus is the
source/destination rack of MUm ∈ M, and 0 otherwise.

sm/dm The source/destination rack of MUm ∈ M.
s̃us
m /d̃us

m The boolean parameter that equals 1 if rackus connects
with the destination/source rack of MUm ∈ M through
the OXC, and 0 otherwise.

x̃m/x̂m The EPS bandwidth usage of the VLs to be remapped,
in its source/destination rack of MUm ∈ M.

ỹm The OCS bandwidth of the VLs that are mapped on the
optical connection to the source rack of MUm ∈ M

before its migration.
ŷm The OCS bandwidth of the VLs to be remapped on the

optical connection to the destination rack of MUm ∈ M

after its migration.
Dm The minimum bandwidth that needs to be allocated to

MU m ∈ M for enabling its migration.

Auxiliary Parameters

T The maximum number of time slots (TS’) that can be
used to accomplish the VM migrations.

∆t The duration of a TS.
I The set of feasible durations (continuous TS’) that can

be used to migrate MUs. For instance, ifT = 3, we
can obtainI = {1, 2, 3, {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}}. This
parameter is introduced to ensure that each VM migration
will not be interrupted in the middle of operation.

f t
i The boolean parameter that equals 1 if the durationi ∈ I

includes thet-th TS, and 0 otherwise.

Eq. (8) ensures that the OCS bandwidth allocated for migrating
MU m from rack us to rack vs dose not exceed the corre-
sponding available bandwidth capacity in thet-th TS.

x
t
m ≥ 0, y

t
m ≥ 0, ∀m, t. (9)

Eq. (9) ensures non-negative bandwidth allocations.

x
t
m ≤

∑

i∈I

z
i
m · f t

i · Bvs , ∀m, t,

y
t
m ≤

∑

i∈I

z
i
m · f t

i ·B(vs,us), ∀m, t.
(10)

Eq. (10) ensures that when it is not within the selected duration
of MU m, no bandwidth is allocated to migrate it.

∑

i∈I

[xt
m + y

t
m · L(sm,dm) −Dm] · zim · f t

i ≥ 0, ∀m, t. (11)

Eq. (11) ensures that the bandwidth allocated for migrating
MU m should not be smaller than the required minimum
bandwidth. Note that, although Eq. (11) is nonlinear because
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TABLE II
DEFINITIONS OFVARIABLES

tmax The overall VM migration time in TS’.
xt
m/ytm The EPS/OCS bandwidth allocated to migrate MUm in

the t-th TS.
bin,t
vs /bout,t

vs The available EPS bandwidth to/from rackvs in t-th TS.
bt
(us,vs)

The available OCS bandwidth from rackus to rack vs
in the t-th TS.

ittvs The available IT resources on rackvs in the t-th TS.
St
m The boolean variable that equals 1 if MUm is scheduled

to migrate in thet-th TS, and 0 otherwise.
Et

m The boolean variable that equals 1 if MUm has com-
pleted its migration in thet-th TS, and 0 otherwise.

rtm The size of data to be transferred for MUm in t-th TS.
zim The boolean variable that equals 1 if the migration of

MU m selects durationi ∈ I, and 0 otherwise.
Nvs The last TS used by rackvs to migrate the VMs on it,

i.e., the end time of all the VM migrations from rackvs.

it multiplies zim with xt
m andytm, it can be easily linearized

with standard techniques sincezim is a binary variable.
{

r
t
m ≥ cm, t = 1,

r
t
m ≥ 0, t ∈ [2, T ].

(12)

r
t
m = r

t−1
m − (xt−1

m + y
t−1
m ) ·∆t, ∀m, ∀t ∈ [2, T ]. (13)

Eq. (12)-(13) ensure that the value ofrtm is correctly selected.

1− E
t
m ≤ r

t
m ≤ cm · (1− E

t
m), ∀m, t. (14)

Eq. (14) states that each MUm has been migrated successfully
when the remaining data to be transferred becomes 0.

S
t
m ≥

∑

i∈I

z
i
m · f t

i + E
t
m, ∀m, t. (15)

Eq. (15) ensures that each MUm can only be migrated in its
selected duration, and the start time of its migration should be
earlier than the end time.

∑

i∈I

z
i
m = 1, ∀m. (16)

Eq. (16) ensures that each MUm can select one and only one
duration for its migration.

∆t ·
∑

t∈[1,T ]

∑

i∈I

(xt
m + y

t
m) · zim · f t

i ≥ cm, ∀m. (17)

Eq. (17) ensures that each MUm should be migrated within
its selected duration. Similar to Eq. (11), this constraintis also
nonlinear and can be linearized with standard techniques.


















































b
out,t
vs = b

out
vs +

∑

m∈M

E
t
m · (x̃m · svsm − x̂m · dvsm )

+
∑

m∈M

E
t
m · (ŷm · s̃vsm − ỹm · d̃vsm ),

b
in,t
vs = b

in
vs +

∑

m∈M

E
t
m · (x̃m · svsm − x̂m · dvsm )

+
∑

m∈M

E
t
m · (ŷm · s̃vsm − ỹm · d̃vsm ),

∀vs, t. (18)

Eq. (18) ensures that when MUm has been migrated in thet-
th TS, the available EPS bandwidth capacity from/to a related

rack vs (the source/destination racks and the ones which
connect with them through the OXC) is updated correctly.

b
t
(vs,us) =

∑

m∈M

E
t
m · [ỹm · (svsm · d̃us

m + s
us
m · d̃vsm )]

−
∑

m∈M

E
t
m · [ŷm · (dus

m · s̃vsm + d
vs
m · s̃us

m )] + b(vs,us),

{vs, us ∈ Vs : vs 6= us}, ∀t.

(19)

Eq. (19) ensures that when MUm has been migrated in thet-th
TS, the available OCS bandwidth capacity between the racks,
i.e., the source or destination rack and that one connects with
it through the OXC, is updated correctly.

it
t
vs = itvs+

∑

m∈M

cm ·(Et
m ·svsm −S

t
m ·dvsm ), ittvs ≥ 0, ∀vs, t. (20)

Eq. (20) ensures that the resources on the source and desti-
nation racks of MUm are updated correctly throughout the
process. Note that, when a MU migration starts, we reserve
enough resources (i.e., cm) on its destination rack immediately
to ensure that the migration can be accomplished successfully.
Hence, when we are migrating an MU, it consumes resources
on both the source and destination racks simultaneously.

V. M ULTI -SHOT PARALLEL VNT RECONFIGURATIONS

It will be time-consuming to solve the MILP model for-
mulated above. Meanwhile, to fully explore the flexibility of
OCS for the scheduling of VM migrations, we might need a
multi-shot approach that can schedule parallel VM migrations
together with OXC reconfigurations in batches. However, the
optimization of the multi-shot parallel VM migrations isNP-
hard. This is because by restricting that VM migrations can
only use the OCS bandwidth in the HOE-DCN, we can reduce
the optimization to a general case of Coflow scheduling with
OCS, which is known to beNP-hard [49]. Therefore, it might
not be feasible to design a polynomial time exact algorithm
for it. To this end, this section discusses our considerations
for designing time-efficient heuristics to solve the problem.

A. Proper Procedure for VM Migrations

We first need to finalize the procedure of the VM migration
algorithm. Although the one-shot approach (i.e., migrate all the
VMs in parallel based on the current status of the HOE-DCN)
is intuitive, it might not always lead to the shortest migration
time, due to the bandwidth competition among VM migrations
[25]. We addressed this issue in [25], and designed a multi-
shot approach to schedule parallel VM migrations together
with OXC reconfigurations in batches, such that the bandwidth
competition at source racks can be relieved. We still assumed
that in each batch, VM migrations are scheduled before OXC
reconfiguration. Nevertheless, the multi-shot approach does
not consider the bandwidth competition at destination racks.

Fig. 3 provides an example to explain the effect of the
bandwidth competition at destination racks. We have three
MUs to migrate (MUs 1-3), their memory sizes are 1, 1 and 3
GB, respectively, the bandwidth usages of the normal service
traffic of their VMs are 2, 1 and 2 Gbps, respectively, and the
available input/output bandwidths onToR Switches1-3 are 5, 2
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and 4 Gbps, respectively. In this case, the multi-shot approach,
which tries to migrate the VMs in multiple batches, while in
each batch, a few VMs are migrated in parallel [25], will first
migrateMU 2, and then handleMUs 1 and 3, as shown in Fig.
3(a). The overall migration time is

(

1
2 + 3

4

)

· 8 = 10 seconds,
and the bandwidth competition onToR Switch1 actually
prolongs the migration time ofMU 3. On the other hand,
if we use the one-shot approach, the MUs can be migrated
as illustrated in Fig. 3(b), and the overall migration time is
(

1+1
2

)

· 8 = 8 seconds. Hence, for this particular example, the
multi-shot approach even performs worse than the one-shot
approach. This is because the multi-shot approach in [25] does
not properly address the dependencies among MUs due to the
bandwidth competition at source and destination racks.

MU 1

MU 1 MU 1

MU 2

MU 2

MU 2

Migration Traffic

(b) One-shot approach

(a) Multi-shot approach

1 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3

MU 3

MU 3

Used Bandwidth

Available Bandwidth

MU 3

Fig. 3. Example on effect of the bandwidth competition at destination racks.

B. Resolving Dependencies among MUs

As the one-shot approach can hardly resolve the dependen-
cies among MUs, we still need to design algorithms based on
the multi-shot approach, but take the bandwidth competition at
source and destination racks into account this time. To realize
the multi-shot approach with bandwidth competition avoidance
(Multi-Shot-BCA), we define the concept of group MU.

Definition 2. A group MU (GMU) refers to those MUs whose
destination racks are the same and the bottleneck of their
migrations is at the ToR switch of the destination rack.

b

GMU 1

GMU 2

MU Migration

a

c

d

e
f

g h

GMU 3

Rack

i j

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

k
9

Fig. 4. Example on obtaining GMUs with an AG.

The GMUs can be obtained by generating an auxiliary graph
(AG) according to the status of the HOE-DCN. In the AG,

each node denotes a rack, and two nodes are connected with
a directed link if there is an MU to be migrated between the
corresponding racks. We use a solid directed link to represent
an MU if the bottleneck of its migration is at the destination
rack, and use a dash directed link otherwise. Fig. 4 shows an
example on the AG for obtaining GMUs, where the smallest
GMU is GMU 3 and it only containsMU 8, while the largest
one is GMU 1 that includesMUs 1-3. Note that,MUs 6, 7
and 9 are not included in any GMU, because the bottlenecks
of their migrations are at the source racks.

With GMUs, we can schedule VM migrations in a way that
the bandwidth competition can be alleviated,i.e., maximizing
the available bandwidth for subsequent VM migrations.

1) Allocate-with-weight (AWW):To allocate bandwidth to
MUs in a GMU, we propose the allocate-with-weight (AWW)
scheme. Specifically, the AWW scheme allocates bandwidth to
each MUm in a GMU G according to the MU’s weightwm,
which is calculated based on the available bandwidth capacity
of its destination rack and its remaining data to be transferred,

wm =
rtm

∑

m′∈G

rt
m′

, (21)

wherertm denotes the remaining data to be transferred of MU
m at time t. Then, all the MUs of a GMU can finish their
migrations concurrently, instead of some MUs using too much
bandwidth at the ToR switch of the destination rack and thus
slowing down the migrations of others.

2) Cost-effectiveness-first (CEF):Meanwhile, the band-
width competition at source racks should also be addressed,
and thus we design the cost-effectiveness-first (CEF) scheme
to select the most cost-effective MUs to migrate at first, such
that the bandwidth competition at source racks can be relieved.
The cost-effectiveness of MUm is defined as

gm =
btm

rtm
, (22)

where btm denotes the total bandwidth usage of the service
traffic of MU m at time t. The rationale behind Eq. (22) is
that if we first migrate the MU that uses the most bandwidth
for its service traffic and has the least remaining data to
be transferred, we can maximize the available bandwidth for
subsequent MU migrations from the same source rack.

VI. H EURISTIC ALGORITHM DESIGN

In this section, we design heuristic algorithms for scheduling
VNT reconfigurations in an HOE-DCN based on GMUs
and the AWW and CEF schemes. Specifically, the heuristic
algorithms are designed in two scenarios: 1) all the VM
migrations are scheduled before the OXC reconfiguration, and
2) the OXC reconfiguration is divided into a few progressive
steps and VM migrations are scheduled together with the steps.
Hence, the first scenario is the Multi-Shot-BCA using separate
scheduling (Multi-Shot-BCA-S), while the second one is the
Multi-Shot-BCA using joint scheduling (Multi-Shot-BCA-J).
Both scenarios use the similar procedure, which includes
the phases of preprocessing, bandwidth allocation and MU
migration, and OXC reconfiguration and VL remapping.
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A. Preprocessing

Algorithm 1 explains the procedure of preprocessing. First
of all, Lines1 and 2 obtain the MUs and GMUs according to
the original and new VNE schemes of VNTs (i.e., F andF ′,
respectively). Here, all the obtained GMUs are stored in set
G1, while the remaining MUs inM are put in setG2. This
distinguishes whether the bottlenecks of the MU migrations
are at destination or source racks. Then, we calculate the
estimated migration time of each GMU inG1 and the cost-
effectiveness of each MU inG2, and sort the elements inG1

and G2 according to them, respectively (Lines 3-10). Next,
in Lines 11-13, we get the set of racksR that are both
source racks of the MUs inG2 and destination racks of the
GMUs inG1, and set the time-dependence of the related MUs
accordingly. Specifically, ifvs ∈ R is the source rack of an MU
m ∈ G2 and it is also the destination rack of a GMUG ∈ G1,
we setG to be depended onm, which means that the migration
of m should be scheduled before that ofG. By doing so, we
can maximize the available bandwidth for VM migrations. The
time complexity ofAlgorithm 1 is O(|G1|+ |G2|).

Algorithm 1: Preprocessing

1 get MUs based onF andF ′ to store in setM;
2 get GMUs withM to put in setG1 and haveG2 = M \G1;
3 for each GMUG ∈ G1 do
4 hypothetically migrate all the MUs inG in parallel in

the HOE-DCN to get the estimated migration timeτ ;
5 end
6 sort GMUs inG1 in descending order of estimated

migration time;
7 for each MUm ∈ G2 do
8 calculate the cost-effectiveness ofm with Eq. (22);
9 end

10 sort MUs inG2 in descending order of cost-effectiveness;
11 store source racks of the MUs inG2 in setSG2, and store

destination racks of the GMUs inG1 in setDG1;
12 R = SG2 ∩ DG1;
13 set time-dependence of MU migrations based onR;
14 G

′
1 = G

′
2 = ∅;

B. Bandwidth Allocation and MU Migration

The procedure of allocating bandwidth and migrating MUs
in TS’ is shown inAlgorithm 2. Here, we record the GMUs
and MUs that are currently being migrated in setsG′

1 and
G′

2, respectively, which have been initialized as empty sets in
the preprocessing inAlgorithm 1. Lines1-8 first maintain the
bandwidth allocations to the GMUs and MUs that are being
migrated. For instance, if a previous OXC reconfiguration has
made the available OCS bandwidth for migrating an MU to
be 0, we will allocate the minimum required bandwidth in
the EPS part to ensure a continuous migration (Lines 3-5).
Then, the for-loop coveringLines 9-19 selects new GMUs
from G1 to migrate. Specifically, for a GMUG, we first
allocate bandwidth to the MUs in it with AWW (Lines 10-
14), and then determine whether the MUs can be migrated
(Line 15). If yes, we finalize the bandwidth allocations to
the MUs, insert the GMU inG′

1, and remove it fromG1

(Lines 16-17). Next,Lines 20-34 try to find new MUs in
G2 to migrate with CEF. Similarly, if an MU can start its
migration, we finalize the bandwidth allocated to it, insertthe
MU in G′

2, and remove it fromG2 (Lines 29-32). Finally,
we useLines 35-41 to proceed the VM migrations for∆t

according to the obtained bandwidth allocations and updatethe
network status accordingly. The time complexity ofAlgorithm
2 is O(|G′

1 ∪G′

2|+ |G1| · |G|+ |G2|+ |M|).

C. Overall Procedure

Algorithm 3 shows the overall procedure of the proposed
scheduling algorithm,i.e., Multi-Shot-BCA. Here,Lines 5-9
are introduced to support Multi-Shot-BCA-J, which schedules
VM migrations together with OXC reconfiguration steps.
Specifically, to limit the operation complexity, we predefine
the largest number of OXC reconfiguration steps asN , and
leverageAlgorithm 4 to check whether and how an OXC
reconfiguration should be invoked based on the current status
of the HOE-DCN (Lines 6-8). If the OXC reconfiguration
defined inF ′ has not been accomplished afterN steps,Line
13 finishes the remaining reconfiguration. The effect ofN on
the performance of VNT reconfigurations will be investigated
with simulations in Section VII. It can be seen that if we
setN = 0, Algorithm 3 becomes Multi-Shot-BCA-S, which
schedules all the VM migrations before OXC reconfiguration.

D. OXC Reconfiguration

As we have discussed in Section III-B, OXC reconfiguration
changes the inter-rack topology of an HOE-DCN. Hence,
if we schedule OXC reconfiguration steps with VM migra-
tions, the bandwidth competition on bottleneck racks might
be further relieved.Algorithm 4 shows how to schedule an
OXC reconfiguration for this purpose.Lines 1-2 are for the
initialization, whereflag is introduced to indicate whether an
OXC reconfiguration is invoked in the subsequent procedure,
and setP stores all the OXC ports that should be reconfigured
to accomplish the VNT reconfigurations in the HOE-DCN.
Then, we check all the GMUs and MUs inG1∪G′

1 andG2∪G′

2

(i.e., those that have not completed their migrations yet),
respectively, to find those whose migrations will be prolonged
the most due to the bottlenecks at their destination or source
rack, and store the OXC’s ports to the GMU’s destination rack
and the MU’s source rack in setO (Lines3-12).

Next, for each portpi in O∩ P, we make sure that no MU
is currently being migrated through it, get the OXC’s ports
that MUs can use to be migrated from/to it, and store the
obtained ports in setO1. Then, for each portpj in O1∩P, the
for-loop that coversLines 17-25 checks it against portpi to
see whether reconfiguring the two port pairs related to them
can bring bandwidth gain to the subsequent VM migrations.
Specifically, the bandwidth gain brought to the rack connecting
to port pi by reconfiguring the four portpi, pj , p̃i and p̃j is

bj =
∑

{m:pi↔pj}

r
t
m +∆b1 −∆b2, (23)

where the first term on the right side is the remaining data
that could be migrated betweenpi and pj through the OXC
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Algorithm 2: Allocate Bandwidth to MU Migrations

1 for each MUm ∈ G
′
1 ∪ G

′
2 do

2 get source and destination racks ofm asvs andus;
3 if bt(vs,us)

= 0 then
4 allocate the minimum bandwidthDm in the EPS

part and update network status;
5 end
6 end
7 allocate bandwidth to each GMUG ∈ G

′
1 with AWW and

update network status;
8 allocate bandwidth to each MUm ∈ G

′
2 with CEF and

update network status;
9 for each GMUG ∈ G1 do

10 get destination rack ofG asus;
11 for each MUm ∈ G do
12 get source rack ofm asvs;
13 get weightwm with Eq. (21) and allocatewm ratio

of available EPS/OCS bandwidth tom;
14 end
15 if (the memory in rackus is enough) AND (all the MUs

that GMUG depends on have been migrated)then
16 finalize the bandwidth allocation to GMUG and

update network status;
17 insertG in G

′
1 and remove it fromG1;

18 end
19 end
20 update{gm} and sort MUs inG2 accordingly;
21 for each MUm ∈ G2 do
22 get source and destination racks ofm asvs andus;
23 if ittus

− cm > 0 then
24 if bt(vs,us)

> 0 then

25 btm = min
(

rtm
∆t

, bt(vs,us)

)

;

26 else

27 btm = min
(

rtm
∆t

, bin,t
us

, bout,t
vs

)

;

28 end
29 if btm ≥ Dm then
30 finalize bandwidth allocation to MUm asbtm

in EPS/OCS parts and update network status;
31 insertm in G

′
2 and remove it fromG2;

32 end
33 end
34 end
35 for each MUm ∈ M do
36 migratem according to the finalized bandwidth

allocation for∆t, and update the remaining datartm;
37 if rtm = 0 then
38 removem from M, G′

1 andG′
2;

39 update network status and remap related VLs;
40 end
41 end

after reconfiguring the ports,∆b1 refers to the total bandwidth
of the VLs that should be remapped onto the new optical
connection betweenpi andpj , and∆b2 is the total bandwidth
of the VLs that are currently mapped on the optical connection
betweenpi and p̃i. In Lines 26-30, we obtain the maximum
bandwidth gainbmax, and check whether it is positive. If yes,
an OXC reconfiguration should be invoked (Line 28). Finally,
the algorithm returns the value offlag in Line 33. The time
complexity ofAlgorithm4 isO(|M|+ |Vs|+ |O∩P| · |O1∩P|).

Algorithm 3: Overall Procedure of Multi-Shot-BCA

1 invoke preprocessing withAlgorithm 1;
2 t = 0, n = 0;
3 while M 6= ∅ do
4 apply Algorithm 2 to allocate bandwidth and proceed

the VM migrations for∆t;
5 if n < N then
6 if Algorithm 4 reconfigures the OXCthen
7 n = n+ 1;
8 end
9 end

10 t = t+ 1;
11 end
12 T = t ·∆t;
13 reconfigure the OXC and related VLs according toF ′, and

update the status of HOE-DCN;

VII. PERFORMANCEEVALUATIONS

In this section, we perform numerical simulations to evalu-
ate the performance of our proposed algorithms.

A. Simulation Setup

Our simulations assume that the EPS part of the HOE-
DCN uses ak-ray fat-tree topology [46], where there are
k2

2 racks and they belong to a large PoD. Each ToR switch
has k

2 Ethernet ports to connect to the EPS part of the
inter-rack network, and it also equips an optical port to the
OXC. In the simulations, we consider the{6, 28, 46}-ray fat-
tree topologies as the small-, medium- and large-scale cases,
i.e., there are{18, 392, 1, 058} racks/ToR switches in the
HOE-DCN, respectively. Here, the largest case assumes that
the OXC can interconnect1, 058 ToR switches, considering
the upper-limit on the port-count of a real-world OXC [50]
and the modular design of a practical network control and
management (NC&M) system [43].

We set the bandwidth capacity of each Ethernet port on a
ToR switch as10 Gbps, while that of an optical port is100
Gbps. Meanwhile, the memory capacity of each rack is set
as 512 · k GB for all the cases. We use the Poisson traffic
model to generate dynamic VNTs with random topologies
[21, 51], i.e., each VNT is set up and torn down on-the-fly
in the simulations. In each VNT, the number of VMs and the
bandwidth demand of each VL are randomly selected, and
each pair of VMs are connected with a probability of0.5.
Hence, the average number of VLs in a VNT isn(n−1)

4 , where
n is the average number of VMs in the VNT. The memory size
of each VM is uniformly distributed within the range defined
by Amazon EC2 VM instances [52], and other parameters of
the VMs are either derived from realistic cases or based on
the observations in our previous experiments [6, 16]. TableIII
summarizes the key parameters used in the simulations.

As our proposed algorithms optimize the procedure of VNT
reconfigurations from the original VNEF to the new one
F ′, they do not restrict for what purposeF ′ was calculated.
Without loss of generality, the simulations choose the load-
balancing scenario considered in [21] to calculate the new
VNE schemes, and use them as the inputs to our scheduling
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Algorithm 4: Obtain OXC Reconfiguration Scheme

1 O = ∅, flag = 0;
2 get reconfiguration port setP by checkingF andF ′;
3 for each GMUsGj ∈ G1 ∪ G

′
1 do

4 hypothetically migrate all the MUs inGj in parallel in
the HOE-DCN to get the estimated migration timeτj ;

5 end
6 G∗ = argmax

Gj∈G1∪G′

1

(τj);

7 get the destination rack of GMUG∗ asu∗
s ;

8 for each rackvs ∈ Vs that has MUs inG2 ∪G
′
2 do

9 hypothetically migrate all the MUs onvs in parallel in
the HOE-DCN to get the estimated migration timeτvs ;

10 end
11 v∗s = argmax

vs∈Vs

(τvs);

12 get the OXC’s ports that connect tou∗
s andv∗s , and store

them in setO;
13 for each portpi ∈ O ∩ P do
14 if no MU migrating from/to portpi currently then
15 O1 = ∅;
16 get the OXC’s ports that MUs can use to be

migrated from/to portpi, and store them in setO1;
17 for each portpj ∈ O1 ∩ P do
18 get the OXC’s ports currently connecting with

pi andpj to denote as̃pi and p̃j , respectively;
19 hypothetically reconfigure the OXC to connect

pi with pj and p̃i with p̃j ;
20 get the bandwidth gainbj of the rack that

connects topi with Eq. (23);
21 update the available bandwidth of the racks

that connect topi, pj , p̃i and p̃j ;
22 if the HOE-DCN can support currently-active

VM migrations after reconfiguring the four
ports on the OXCthen

23 recordbj together with the OXC
reconfiguration scheme;

24 end
25 end
26 bmax = argmax

pj∈O1∩P

(bj);

27 if bmax > 0 then
28 reconfigure the OXC according to the scheme

associated withbmax, and removepi from P;
29 flag = 1;
30 end
31 end
32 end
33 return (flag);

algorithms. Specifically, in each simulation, we first use the
VNE algorithm in [51] to provision newly-generated VNTs
(F ) and release the resources occupied by the expired ones,
and then leverage the algorithms developed in [19, 21] to select
VMs to migrate and calculate the new VNE and OXC schemes
for the related VNTs (F ′). Note that, the algorithms in [19,
21] use a parameterγ, which defines the ratio for selecting the
VMs to migrate for load-balancing. Next, when bothF and
F ′ have been determined, we apply the algorithms designed in
this work to optimize the procedure of VNT reconfigurations
for the shortest overall reconfiguration latency. The simulations
compare four scheduling algorithms,i.e., the Multi-Shot de-
veloped in [25], the MILP, Multi-Shot-BCA-S and Multi-Shot-
BCA-J. To ensure sufficient statistical accuracy, we average the

TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Simulation Scale

Small Medium Large

# of racks 18 392 1, 058

# of servers 54 5, 488 24, 334

Memory capacity of a rack (GB) 3, 072 14, 336 23, 552

VMs in a VNT [2, 16] [2, 64] [2, 100]

Bandwidth usage of a VL (Mbps) (0, 60] (0, 80] (0, 100]

Memory size of a VM (GB) [1, 2] [2, 25] [2, 50]

results from10 independent runs to obtain each data point.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results of the small-scale case (18 racksin total).

B. Small-Scale HOE-DCN

Due to the time complexity of the MILP, we first consider
small-scale case that uses the 6-ray fat-tree as the EPS part.
Here, we have∆t = 1 second andDm = 200 Mbps, and set
the largest number of OXC reconfiguration steps asN = 5.

1) Overall Reconfiguration Latency:Fig. 5(a) shows the
results on overall VNT reconfiguration latency. We observe
that the algorithms developed in this work always achieve
shorter reconfiguration latencies than Multi-Shot, which con-
firms that the bandwidth competition avoidance (BCA) scheme
proposed in this work can relieve the bandwidth competition
among VM migrations more effectively. It is also interesting
to observe that Multi-Shot-BCA-J can even achieve shorter
reconfiguration latency than the MILP. This is because Multi-
Shot-BCA-J removes the restriction that all the VM migrations
should be scheduled before the OXC reconfiguration. In other
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Fig. 6. Simulation results of the medium-scale case (392 racks in total).

words, the results in Fig. 5(a) verify the benefit of scheduling
VM migrations together with OXC reconfiguration steps.

2) Bandwidth Allocation to VM Migrations:The results
on average bandwidth allocation to each VM migration are
plotted in Fig. 5(b). It is interesting to notice that the average
bandwidth allocation from Multi-Shot is not the smallest
among all the algorithms. This actually explains why Multi-
Shot provides the longest overall VNT reconfiguration laten-
cy. Specifically, Multi-Shot allocates too much bandwidth to
certain VM migrations and does not address the bandwidth
competition among VM migrations properly. Hence, although
one VM might be migrated quickly, the overall migration time
gets prolonged because certain VMs cannot start their migra-
tions before others have been migrated (i.e., the scheduling
of VM migrations is sub-optimal). The average bandwidth
allocations increase from the MILP to Multi-Shot-BCA-S and
Multi-Shot-BCA-J, which is because Multi-Shot-BCA-J can
reconfigure the OXC during VNT reconfiguration to squeeze
more bandwidth for VM migrations.

3) Time Complexity:The running time of the algorithms is
listed in Table IV. As expected, the MILP runs the slowest and
its running time increases fast with the scale of the problem
(i.e., the VM selection ratioγ). Meanwhile, it is promising to
see that both Multi-Shot-BCA-S and Multi-Shot-BCA-J run
faster than Multi-Shot. This is because Multi-Shot needs to
solve a lightweight linear programming (LP) to finalize the
scheduling scheme. To this end, we can conclude that com-
pared with Multi-Shot, Multi-Shot-BCA-S and Multi-Shot-
BCA-J not only achieve shorter overall VNT reconfiguration
time, but also use shorter running time.

TABLE IV
AVERAGE RUNNING T IME (SECONDS)

6-ray Fat-tree

γ 3.3% 4.4% 5.5% 6.6%

Multi-Shot 0.72 0.79 0.94 1.44

MILP 65.69 80.14 132.97 3001.03

Multi-Shot-BCA-S 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02

Multi-Shot-BCA-J 0.10 0.14 0.09 0.10
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of the large-scale case (1,058 racks in total).

C. Medium-Scale and Large-Scale HOE-DCNs

Next, we consider HOE-DCNs whose scales are relatively
large, i.e., with 28- and 46-ray fat-tree topologies. This time,
we still have∆t = 1 second, and the values ofDm andN

are not changed. Due to the time complexity of the MILP,
we only simulate Multi-Shot, Multi-Shot-BCA-S, and Multi-
Shot-BCA-J. Figs. 6 and 7 show the results on overall VNT
reconfiguration latency and average bandwidth allocation to
each VM migration, respectively, which follow the similar
trends of those in Fig. 5. Note that, Multi-Shot-BCA-J not only
provides the shortest overall VNT reconfiguration latency a-
mong the three algorithms, but also achieves larger advantages
over the other two algorithms when the scale of the HOE-DCN
increases. This further verifies its scalability.

We then investigate how the value of TS duration∆t affects
the performances of Multi-Shot-BCA-S and Multi-Shot-BCA-
J. Specifically, we consider the HOE-DCN with the 28-ray
fat-tree topology, choose∆t from {1, 2, 4, 8} seconds, and
run the simulations. Fig. 8 shows the results on overall VNT
reconfiguration latency. We observe that for both algorithms,
reducing∆t can shorten the overall reconfiguration latency.
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This is because a shorter∆t ensures that bandwidth allocations
to VM migrations can be updated more timely. Meanwhile,
it can be seen that for both algorithms, their performances
with ∆t = 2 seconds are similar to that with∆t = 1
second. Note that, although reducing∆t leads to shorter
reconfiguration latency, it also increases the complexity of
VNT reconfiguration scheduling. Hence, we should adjust the
value of∆t empirically to balance the tradeoff between overall
reconfiguration latency and operational complexity.
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Fig. 8. Effect of∆t on overall reconfiguration latency (28-ray fat-tree).

Finally, we analyze the effect of the largest number of
OXC reconfiguration steps (N ) on the performance of Multi-
Shot-BCA-J. Here, we still have∆t = 1 second, and change
N ∈ [1, 5]. Fig. 9 illustrates the results on overall reconfigu-
ration latency, which indicates that the overall reconfiguration
latency decreases withN . This is because a largerN provides
us more flexibility to reconfigure the OCS part of an HOE-
DCN to expedite VM migrations. Meanwhile, we also notice
that with the increase ofN , the performance gain on overall
reconfiguration latency shrinks. Note that, the values of∆t and
N affect the tradeoff between operational complexity and al-
gorithm performance significantly, but they are set empirically
in the simulations. Therefore, for the real deployment of our
proposed algorithm, our future work will optimize these two
parameters according to the status of a practical HOE-DCN.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this work, we studied how to optimize the procedure
of VNT reconfigurations in an HOE-DCN by scheduling VM
migrations and OXC reconfiguration steps properly. We first
assumed that all the VM migrations should be scheduled
before the OXC reconfiguration to avoid unnecessary service
interruptions during VNT reconfigurations, and formulatedan
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Fig. 9. Effect ofN on overall reconfiguration latency (Multi-Shot-BCA-J).

MILP model based on MU to solve the scheduling problem
exactly. Then, with the same assumption, we proposed a
time-efficient heuristic to schedule parallel VM migrations
in batches such that the bandwidth competition can be sig-
nificantly relieved. Finally, we removed the restriction that
the OXC reconfiguration should be accomplished in one step,
divided it into a few progressive steps, and designed a joint
scheduling algorithm to arrange VM migrations together with
the OXC reconfiguration steps. Extensive simulations were
conducted to evaluate our scheduling algorithms, and the
results suggested that our proposed algorithms with bandwidth
competition avoidance performed significantly better thanthe
existing benchmark, and the joint scheduling algorithm can
achieve the shortest VNT reconfiguration latency.
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